


 

 

 

  

THE SOLUTION 
 
After thorough assessment of the requirements and consequent discussions with the 
officials of Namchi Smart City Limited, Videonetics designed modular and scalable unified 
solution, based on its Intelligent VMS and AI & DL powered Video Analytics, aimed to 
ensure continuous monitoring, efficient traffic monitoring, quicker response times and 
faster access to evidence in case of investigations and law & order management.   
 
Eyeing on every corner of the city 
A group of over 120 IP Cameras have been installed at the important locations to monitor 
the entry and exit points connecting to the city, public ways, transport hubs, tourist 
attractions, markets, streets, traffic junctions to name a few. Now, security operators can 
easily view and manage citywide deployed IP cameras with intuitive interface of 
Videonetics Intelligent VMS, having complete situational awareness and can respond 
smartly to critical situations. Moreover, the smart navigation feature of Intelligent VMS 
allows simultaneously viewing of the live and the recorded videos in the same interface, 
which helps in prompt investigation of past activities without taking their eye off from 
the current incidents.  
 

Parking and Directional Analytics  
Namchi being a hilly terrain, has narrow roads with limited scope of turning it into 
broader ones, the authorities used to manage the traffic by declaring some of the roads 
as one-way carriage. Frequently, the city faced chaotic traffic congestion and accidents, 
due to unauthorized parking and wrong-way driving. To address such concerns, 
Videonetics Artificial Intelligence powered video analytics including No Parking Detection 
and Wrong-Way Movement Detection, were deployed to detect such situations. 
Operators are notified as soon as any vehicle is parked in a restricted zone and if any 
vehicle moves in the wrong direction.  
 
The Videonetics unified solution empowers command control operators to receive real-
time insights from the city and upon recognition or prediction of unusual behaviour, they 
receive an immediate alert and notify the authorities.  
  

Centralized view of the city 
Videonetics Intelligent VMS and Video Analytics application are seamlessly integrated 
with Namchi Operations Center (NOC), an Integrated Command Control Center (ICCC), to 
simplify the response coordination between stakeholders and speeding up incident 
resolution. Working in conjunction with city administration, control room operators can 
switch from camera to camera using dynamic maps, empowers them to obtain critical 
event information as well as manage emergency situations by alerting respective 
stakeholders for quick action. And when necessary, Videonetics unified solution makes it 
possible to share forensic videos across departments, facilitating more collaborative and 
successful response efforts.  




